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principles of power system engineering can be used to learn generating
stations, variable load, power stations, tariff, power factor

improvement, supply systems, overhead lines, transmission lines,
underground cable, distribution systems, d.c distribution, a.c
distribution, voltage control, switch gear, symmetrical fault,

unsymmetrical fault, circuit breakers, fuse, protective relays, alternator,
transformer, bus-bar, lines, over voltages, sub-station, neutral

grounding. principles of power system engineering written by vk mehta,
rohit mehta was published in the year 2013 and uploaded for 400 level
engineering students of federal university of technology, owerri (futo)
offering pse409 course. principles of power system engineering can be
used to learn generating stations, variable load, power stations, tariff,

power factor improvement, supply systems, overhead lines,
transmission lines, underground cable, distribution systems, d.c

distribution, a.c distribution, voltage control, switch gear, symmetrical
fault, unsymmetrical fault, circuit breakers, fuse, protective relays,
alternator, transformer, bus-bar, lines, over voltages, sub-station,

neutral grounding. topics : dc circuits, operational amplifier, nonlinear
passive circuit elements, independent sources, dependent sources,

time-varying sources, voltmeter, circuit law, network theorem, circuit
analysis, power transfer, operational amplifier, amplifier models,

transient circuit, dynamic circuit elements, ac circuits, steady-state ac
circuit, filter circuit, bode plot, frequency response, fourier transform,
rlc circuit, ac power, power distribution, transformer, inductor, digital

circuit, embedded computing, diode, transistor circuits, bjt circuit, mos
field-effect transistor, mosfet
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every undergraduate should have a basic knowledge of power engineering and its
applications. students learn the purpose of a power system and the equipment

necessary to develop the power system. they learn about the control of the power
system in order to supply the demand of electricity and to prevent blackouts. students
also learn how to prevent errors in the power system that can cause severe damage
and even death. this book is designed to give a basic overview of power engineering
so that students can get an idea of the areas in which they might go for a degree in

power engineering or, if they already have a degree in another field, learn more about
power systems. power engineering involves a very broad range of topics, so this book,
in particular, is designed to give a good overall picture of power engineering. there is
also a glossary at the back of the book for those who may not have a background in

the subject of power systems. the first section of this book introduces the basic
concepts of power systems, including the basic terminology and equations that are

used in power engineering. the second section explains the purpose of a power
system, how power is produced and distributed, and how power is used in the home.

the third section discusses the various types of power systems. for example,
synchronous power systems, all-direct-current power systems, and variable-speed,
variable-frequency power systems are discussed. the fourth section explains how
power systems are controlled, including how a power system can be controlled

automatically and how power systems are controlled with a human controller. the fifth
section discusses how power systems are protected, including how failures and errors

can be detected and prevented. 5ec8ef588b
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